1. Changing of the guard
2. Discussion on aligning MIDAS priorities with QI for HLC
   a. Definitions of retention and presentation
   b. Data Dictionary sub-committee updates
   c. Wrangling Argos and Tableau – Center of Excellence for Reporting?
3. FLAC updates
   a. Start meetings again to move forward with more areas
4. Potential new recommendations
   a. Decisions on Tableau – licensing 2 per department discussion
      i. This is already in place. Deans have been notified. Very little movement.
   b. Internal Communications Policy, emails and potential protocols (on hold for new
      person to start today)
   c. Standardization of FTE Policy – will this be taken care of by FLAC?
   d. Faculty FTE reports – replaced by FLAC data. What is really needed by Provost?
5. Service Now changes – extraction process development
6. FERPA training update
7. Digital Measures update
8. Other?
   a. Warehouse – working with Nathan, waiting to hear back from him. Need meeting
      to keep moving. Are we on the right track with this effort?
   b. Dashboards – PROD is up Academic Leadership Homepage is the only content.
      What else is needed?